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ON SUMS IN GENERALIZED ALGEBRAIC CATEGORIES 
VERA POHLOVÂ, Praha 
(Received November 4, 1971) 
The generalized algebraic category is defined as follows: Let F and G be covariant 
set functors, i.e. functors from the category Set of all sets and mappings into itself. 
The generaUzed algebraic category Ä{F, G) has as its objects (called algebras) all the 
pairs (X, cox) where X is a set and cox is a mapping XF -> XG (which is called an 
operation). Morphisms from (Z, cox) to (7, cOy) are all mappings f :X -^Y such that 
cDxfG = fFœy. We remark that the composition of f : A -^ В and g : В -^ С is 
written as fg and the image of a set X mapped by a functor F will be written XF, 
The notion of the generahzed algebraic category arose as a generalization of 
universal algebras. But in contrary to the categories of universal algebras these 
categories need not necessarily be always complete and cocomplete — the existence 
of limits and cohmits depending on both the functors F and G. The products, 
equalizers and coequalizers have been investigated by V. TRNKOVA and P. GORALCIK, 
P. PTAK, and J. ADÀMEK and V. KOUBEK in their papers. (See [1], [2], [3], [5].) 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the functors F and G is given in this paper 
so that the category A{F, G) may have sums and another one for this category to have 
finite sums. 
In Section I these conditions are stated together with several definitions and 
conventions necessary for the understanding of their formulation. In the following 
sections we give the proofs of these conditions. In Section II we introduce the other 
notions and conventions used, and we recall some known facts; in Section III we 
give some propositions which will be useful in Sections IV and V, where we give the 
proof proper of the above mentioned conditions. 
Let us remark that generahzed algebraic categories are usually defined more 
generally: instead of a single unary operation a whole set of operations of arbitrary 
arity is considered. Namely the categories A{F, G, {ô;^, Xe A}) are considered, where A 
is a set, 5я are ordinal numbers, and F, G covariant set functors. For an arbitrary 
set M let us denote by QM the covariant functor Horn (M, —) : Set -^ Set, Then 
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we can define the category A(F, G,{ô;^, X e A]) as follows: the objects are all the pairs 
(Z, {cof, X G œ}), where X is a set and cô  are mappings оу^ : XFQ^^ -> ZG. Мог-
phisms from (X, {co^, X e A}) to (7, {соJ, Я G A]) are all mappings / : X -> 7 such 
that for every XeA, o/jG = fFQ^^col. 
It is easily seen, however, that the category A(F, G, {ô;^, Xe A}) is isomorphic to the 
category A[F\ G), where F' = V ^б^л* Limits and colimits exist in one of the two 
ЛеЛ 
isomorphic categories if and only if they exist in the other. Therefore it suffices to 
treat the categories A[F, G) defined above. 
I wish to express my gratitude to V. Trnkova for her helpful advice and to V. 
Koubek, who independently proved IIL7. 
Let us denote by П the natural forgetful functor П ^ A{F, G) -^ Set such that 
(Z, œx) D = Z . All functors in this paper with exception of П are sfet functors. 
Let us denote by Co the constant functor to the empty set O, for an arbitrary set M 
with 1 ^ M by CMI the functor such that OC^^ = M and for every Z Ф 0, XC^^ = 
= L Because the category A{F, CQ) is either empty or its all objects are isomorphic 
(which depends on OF) we shall in this paper restrict our attention to the categories 
A{F, G) where G Ф CQ. 
We shall write "F preserves U" if the functor F preserves unions of arbitrary 
systems of sets, "F preserves V " if F preserves sums in Set, "F preserves U*" if F 
preserves counions (definition see in II), and ' T preserves f|" if F preserves products. 
Let us recall here that the functors Ом where M is arbitrary, CQ, CQI and the functors 
naturally equivalent with them preserve \\ and that they are the only ones with 
this property (see [6]). We recall the notion of small and big functors: a functor is 
small iff" it is a cohmit of a diagram the objects of which are со variant homfunctors. 
A functor is big iff it is not small. 
Let us denote for a set Z by |Z | the cardinality of Z . We shall call a functor exces­
sive iff there is a cardinal a such that for every set Z , |Z | ^ a implies \XF\ > |Z| . 
No small functor is excessive (see III), but there exist also big functors which are 
not excessive, e.g. some functors introduced in [4]. 
Let us remark that by sums we mean the sums of non-empty systems of objects in 
the usual categorical sense. 
I.l. Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for the category A(F, G)y 
where G ф Со^С^и to have (finite) sums is described in Table 1, where + means 
^4t has (finite) sums'\ — means '4t has not (finite) sums'\ and П ''it has (finite} 
sums preserved by П" . 
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Table 1. 
<^ Ф Q . CMI 
F preserves (finite) V 






F does not 
preserve 
(finite) и 






G does not preserve П 









Remark . The case of categories A{F, C^^ is easy — see IV. 
IL 
In this paper we shall work in the Gödel-Bernays set theory sometimes assuming 
the generahzed continuum hypothesis, which will be indicated by GCH. As usual the 
class of all cardinal numbers will be denoted by Cn and the class of all ordinal 
numbers by On. A mapping 7 : X -> У is an inclusion iff for every x e X xj = x. 
ILL Definition. A functor F preserves non-trivial inclusions iff for every j .X-^Y 
inclusion mapping such that X ф 0, jF is an inclusion. 
IL2. Lemma. Every functor is naturally equivalent to a functor preserving 
non-trivial inclusions. 
Proof, see [1]. 
Because F ^ F' impUes that the categories A{F, G) and A{F\ G) with G arbitrary 
are isomorphic, we shall in this paper restrict our attention to the categories A(F, G) 
where F preserves inclusions and G Ф CQ, and we shall not mention these assump­
tions in our propositions. 
The sum of X and У will be denoted by <Z v У, ix, iy}-
Let X be a set, xeX, Then for an arbitrary Y, k^'.Y-^ X will denote the constant 
mapping to x. 
IL3. Definition. Let {f^, a e Л} be a set of surjections with the same domain Z , Z Ф 
Ф 0. Л surjection f with the domain X is called a counion of {/„, a e Л} iff (Vx, у e 
6 X) ((%/ = yf) ^ (Va 6 A) (x/, = y/,)). 
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We recall some properties of set functors: 
11.4. Lemma. A functor is small iff it is a factorfunctor of a disjoint union of 
a set of covariant homfunctors, 
11.5. Lemma. Every functor preserves monomorphisms with non-empty domain 
and epimorphisms. 
Proof is easy. 
П.6. Definition. A functor F is connected iff | 1 F | = 1. 
Note . If F Ф Co and a e IF put XFa = {XE XF, xfxF = a}, where / ^ : Z -> L 
It is easily seen that F« is a functor and F = \/ F^. (See [7].) 
«el F 
П.7. Definition. Let {Z ,̂ a e ^ } be a system of mappings with the same domain X. 
It is called a separating system iff Л Ф 0 and the mappings {/„, ae A] are collection-
wise monomorphic, i.e. for every x, у eX, x ^ у there exists OLE A such that xf^ Ф 
A functor F preserves separating systems iff {/«, a e Л} is a separating system 
implies that {/«F, a e Л} is a separating system. 
11.8. Definition. A functor F is separating iff У4 n Б = 0 impHes AF j^F r\ 
n BF jßF = 0, where j ^ : A -> A и В and jß : В -> A и В atQ inclusions. 
No te . F preserves sums iff F is separating and preserves (J-
Let us express 2 as a sum <1 v 1, {i, f }>. 
11.9. Definition. A point w e I F is called a distinguished point of a functor F iff 
и iF = и i'F, 
Lemma. Let и he a distinguished point of F. Then for every f, g : 1 -^ X, ufF =• 
= и gF. 
Proof is easy. , 
Convention. Let w be a distinguished point of F. Denote Ux = ufF for an arbitrary 
Proposition. Let A n В = 0 and Л u Б Ф 0, then x e AFJ'AF n BFJ'QF iff tljere 
exists a distinguished point и E IF such that x = UA^B-
Proof, see (7). 
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Corollary. Ä functor is separating iff it has no distinguished point. 
Let us denote by C^^ a constant functor to a set M. 
11.10. Proposition. A functor F preserves V Ш there exists a set M such that 
F ^ / X CM. 
A functor F preserves (J iff there exist sets M and Lsuch that F ^ (/ x См) v C^, 
Proof is evident. 
11.11. Definition. A cardinal a ^ 1 is said to be an unattainable cardinal of 
a functor FiffaF^ U XFfF, 
/:X-^a,|X|<a 
We recall from [2] : 
П.12. Notation. Let F be an arbitrary functor, x e XF. Denote / ^ д = {Г^ X, 
X G YF jyF}, where jy :Y -^ X is an inclusion. 
Lemma. For every x e XF /x,x is either a filter or /x,x = ^^P ^• 
IL13. Notation. Denote | | A ^ | | = min {|У|, 7 G Л д } . The number | | А д | | will 
be called the essential cardinality oï /^.^x-
Lemma. Let F be a functor, x e XF. Then \/x,x\ ^^ ^^ unattainable cardinal ofF, 
Proof. Let a = | |A,x| | , then there exists 7 ç R with \Y\ = a and xeYFjyF 
and thus X = y jyF for some y e YF, We shall show that y eYF — П ZF fF. 
f:Z-^Y,\Z\<\Y\ 
Presume that there exists/ : Z -^ У with \Z\ < \Y\ and у e ZFfF. Then у e (Zf) FjF 
where j : Zf -^ Y is an inclusion. Thus x e (Zf) F(JJY) F which is a contradiction, 
for \ZF\ < \Y\. 
Notation. For a functor F let us denote by Ap the class of all unattainable cardinals 
of F. 
11.14. Proposition. A functor is small iff Ap is a set. 
Proof, see [4]. 
11.15. Proposition. ( G C H ) . Let a ^ KQ be an unattainable cardinal of F. Then 
\aF\ è 2\ 
Proof, see [4]. 
П.16. Definition. Put XF = {/ , / is a filter on X} u {exp X}. If / : X -> 7 then 
и e {f)fF iff {We /){Vf^U я Y). Clearly F is a functor. 
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Lemma. Let F be a functor, xeXF and f : X-^ Y and let there exists Z e Л д 
such t ha t / /Z is a monomorphism. Then /xfF,Y = {/x,x)fF-
Proof, see [4]. 
IL17. Definition. Let F be a functor. If A, X are sets, A ^ XF, denote by F^A,xy 
the following subfunctor G of F: for every set 7, YG = {y e YF, (3a e Л) (3 / : X -^ 7) 
(y = a / F ) } ; if of : 7 -̂> ^ ' is a mapping, then gG :YG ^ F G is the domain-range 
restriction of gF. 
III. 
L e t / a n d g be mappings with the same domain. We shall wri te/ ^ g iff there exists 
a mapping h with fh = д. Notice that ^ defines a quasiordering. 
IILl. Proposition. The following properties of a functor F are equivalent: 
(a) F is connected and preserves separating systems; 
(b) F is connected and preserves counions; 
(c) let X be a set and f be a mapping with domain XF, then there exists a map­
ping g with domain X such that f -^ gF and whenever f S g'F for some g' with 
domain X, then g -^ g'; 
(d) let X and Y be sets, x e XF, y e YF, then there exists a mapping f with domain 
X V Y such that x[ixf) F = yiiyf) F and whenever x{ixg) F = у{1уд) F for some g 
with domain X v Y, thenf ^ g; 
(e) let X be a set with X ф 0, x, у e XF, then there exists a set M such that 
F^{x,y},xy is a subfunctor of QM-
Proof, (a) = (b) = (c) = (d) see [2]. (a) = (e) follows easily from Lemma 5.1. 
and Definition 4.L in [6]. 
1П.2. Lemma. Let F be for an arbitrary M a factorfunctor of Q^, let F preserve 
counions and let F be connected. Then F ^ QN for some N, 
Proof. Let e : QM -^ F be an epitransformation. Clearly F = F^^^^^M^^M} ^^d 
therefore by IILL there exists a monotransformation ß'-F -^ Qj^ for some L. 
Denote (1^) e^/^^ = f : L-^ M ша N = Lf, and j : N -> M the inclusion. Thus 
there exists unique / ' with / = f'j. Let r : M -> AT be the retraction, i.e. jr = 1^, 
put rs^ = n. Then nfi^ = f\ By the lemma of Yoneda there exists a transformation 
'^ ' QN -^ F such that (l̂ y) т^ = п. As jU is a monotransformation, (Ijvf) s^jj,^ = 
= f = f'J = nii^jQL = njFfi^ implies that (lj^)e^ = njF. Hence we obtain 
easily that since e is an epitransformation so is т. Further let дт^ = ht^ for some 
g,h:N -> X. Then fh = fhQ^^ = nfi^Q^^ = n hFii"" = / Z T V = ^ ^ V = 
= nfi^gQ^ = f'g. S ince / i s an epimorphism, it follows that g ^ h. Thus t is also 
a monotransformation and F ca Q^. 
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П1.3. Construction. For a functor F preserving inclusions and a set X with a col-
lectionwise epimorphic system of mappings {vf : Z,- -^ X, iel} and a set M let us 
construct the following transfinite sequence: 
Wo==X X {0}, 
W, = WoU {{WoF - и XiFViF) x M x {l}), 
iel 
Ж,+ 1 = И̂а ̂  ((W âĴ  - и WßF) X M X {a + 1}) for a ^ 1, 
^a = и 1̂ д for a limit ordinal a. 
ßea 
X,{vi,iel} and M will be called parameters. We shall say that the sequence 
{W^.ocE On} stop iff there exists ae On with W^ = PF^+i. 
III.4. Lemma. Let F be a functor preserving inclusions such that for every 
cardinal a there exists a cardinal ß with \ßF\ ^ ß and ß > a and if y is a cardinal 
with Qonïß S У й ß then у is not an unattainable cardinal of F. Then every 
sequence III.3. with arbitrary parameters stops. 
Proof. Let M,X and {v̂ , iel} be parameters. For a = max( |x | , |М|) let ß be 
a cardinal with all the assumed properties. We shall show by the transfinite induction 
that for every Ô e On with (5 ^ j ^ we have \Ws\ ^ ß. As \Wo\ й oc < ß and \ßF\ ^ ß 
we have \W^\ й ß- l^Qt Ö e On, 1 < ô ^ ß such that for every ^ e Ö, \W^\ й ß-
(a) If ^ is a hmit ordinal, then j^f^l = ] (J W^\ ^ ß, 
{b)lfô = ^ + l then \W^^,\ = \W^ u {{W^F - и W,F) x M x {̂  + l})| й ß-
We shall show that (J W^F = WßF and thus Wp = Wß+^: for any x e WßF, \\/:c,Wß\\ 
oeß . ' ' 
is an unattainable cardinal of F and ||/X,TF^1| ^ ß, thus Ц/х.ж^Ц > conf ^. So there 
exists Y ^Wß such that \Y\ < conf ß and x e YF, There must exist д < ß with 
Y ^Wö and thus x e Tf^F. 
1П.5. Corollary. Let F be a small functor preserving inclusions, then every se­
quence IIL3. with arbitrary parameters stops. 
Proof. For every a we shall obtain ß by setting ß = max (a, sup yljp)', where ' 
denotes "the succesor of a cardinal". 
1П.7. Proposition (by V. Koubek) (GCH). Let F be a functor preserving inclusions 
which is not excessive. Then every sequence III.3. with arbitrary parameters stops. 
Proof. Presume that there exist parameters M, X, {vi, i e 1} such that the sequence 
{Ws, ô G On} constructed in 1П.З. does not stop, then by IIL5. there exists a cardinal a 
such that every cardinal ß > ocis singular provided it is not an unattainable cardinal 
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of F and \ßF\ S ß- As >F is not excessive there exists a cardinal ß > max (a, |М|, | x | . 
Ко) with \ßF\ й ß' By 11-15. (GCH is assumed) ß is not an unattainable cardinal of F. 
Thus ß is singular. As Pf/? Ф ^^+1 there exists x e WßF - (J W^F. For every Ve f^^w^ 
yeß 
and for every 7 e ^ we have F ф FPy and therefore Pf n Pf̂  Ф 0 for every ôe ß. We 
can prove by the transfinite induction in the same way as in III.4. that \Wß\ й ß-
As Ц/";^,^^! is an unattainable cardinal of F (see Lemma 11.13.) we have \\/x,Wp\\ < 
< ß. Thus there exists V e f^^yy^ with \U\ < ß. We shall show by the transfinite 
induction that there is a mapping / : Wß -^ ß such that fjU is a monomorphism and 
sup Wßf = ß. As j5 is a singular cardinal and |t/ | < jÖ, there exists a sequence 
{7^, ^ econf j^} such that ß = \J Y^ and for every c^Gconf^ we have |7^| > ß 
^e conf j8 
and Y^ Ç y^+i and for limit ordinal (̂ , Г̂  = U 7, and |7^+i - Y^\ ^ \U\ and \Y^\ ^ 
^ \U\. For (Ï G conf/? denote T̂  = U W;. As |t/ | ^ |7i| there is a mapping/^ : T^ -> 
-> 7i such that / i / l7 is a monomorphism. If (̂  G conf Д and for every t] e ^ such 
/ , : T, -^ 7, are defined that f^^.jU^ = / , and (F,+ i ) / ,+ i n (7,^i - 7,) Ф 0 and 
ftiliTn ^ ^) ^^'^ monomorphisms, then we can define/^ as follows: if ĉ  is a limit ordi­
nal, then/^ = и Л and if ^ = ^ + 1 then as \U\ ^ |7^+i -- 7^| there exists a mapping 
fr,+ i : T^+i -> 7^+1 such that ftj+il{T^+i ~ T^ r\U is a monomorphism and 
/ ^ + J / T ; = /^. Thus for every Ve / ^ ^ , sup Vf = ß.lf we suppose GCH then for Z = 
= и 2^ we have |Z| = ^ because ^ is a singular cardinal and then ß = ^x where A 
öeß 
is a Hmit ordinal. We shall show that \ZF\ > ß, which is a contradiction. Define 
a mapping cp :2^ -^ ZF SLS follows: for h : ß -^ 2 put hep = xfF/Xf^F where /(;, is 
a mapping j5 -> 2 defined for 5 G j^ as ôfi^^ = /г/<5. Show that ^ is a monomorphism: 
presume that there are /н, h2^2^ with h^ ф //2 and x{fyi^^F = x{fiij^^ F = z. 
Then for every Se/^fp^, ^l-hi^^ ^l^hi^ /z,z (see 11.12.). For ô = mm{ô' e ß, 
ô'h^ = 0172} we have (5 n ô) /i^i = 'S'/i;,̂  n SjU;,̂ - Since /i;,̂  is obviously a mono-
morphism, by Lemma IL 16. it follows that / ^ , z = (/xfF,ß) ßh^F; hence {S n ô)e 
e fxfF,ß- ß^it for every 5 G /xfF,ß^ sup S = 5̂ because //17 is a monomorphism and 
then by Lemma 11.16. /xfF,ß = {c/x,x)fF and thus for every S G f^fp ß there exists 
Ve / , д with F/ Ç 5. 
1П.8. Lemma. Let F be an excessive functor preserving inclusions, let a ^ 
^ max(Ko, |1JP|) be a cardinal such that \X\ ^ a implies \XF\ > \X\. Then the 
sequence III.3. does not stop provided parameters X, M, {v,-, i el} fulfil one of the 
following conditions: 
(a) a S \Xl \I\ й \X\ and for every iel, |(К^У,.) F\ й Щ. M Ф 0; 
(b) а S \Xl I = 2, (XoVo) F u {X,v,) F ^ XF and |X| = \X - (XoVo n X^vOI 
and М Ф О . 
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Proof. First we shall show that \XF - U (^fV,) F\ ^ \x[ If (a) is fulfilled, then 
as |(Z,vO F\ й \X\ and |/1 й \X\ we have | U (^г^г) F\ й \X\. As \X\ ^ a, \XF\ > \x\ 
iel 
and thus \XF - U (^fV,) F\ = [ZFJ > |X|. If (b) is fulfilled than clearly either 
|XiVi - XoVol = \X\ or |ZoVo - XiVil = |Z | for \x\ ^ XQ. Assume that \x^v^ -
- XoVol = \X\. Let и ^r = ^iVi - XoVo be a disjoint decomposition with \R\ = |X| 
and [ŷ l = |Xl for every reR. Then there exist isomorphisms g^ : {Xi^i - XQVO) -> 
-> 7 .̂ For every reR define a mapping/, : X -> X as follows: xf, = xö'r if ̂  ^^o^o» 
x/, = X if X e XoVo- There exists ^eXF - {{Х^УО) F U (X^V^) F), Clearly for every 
I/ e / ^ д , 17 n (X - XoVo) Ф 0 and и n (X - XiVj) Ф 0. Verify that for every 
reR, ïfrFeXF - ((XoVo) F u (XjVj) F): if e.g. (^/,Fe(XQVO) F, in other words 
XQVQ e /^f^F,x^ then there would exist 17 e / ^ , j with l//r ̂  XQVQ, for by Lemma 
П.16. {f^^xifF = /^frF,X' But for every l / e / ^ ^ , 17 n (XiVi -- XQVO) Ф 0 and 
therefore also Uf, n (X - XQVO) Ф 0. If r^, Г2 G î  and r^ Ф Г2 then ( /̂,̂ F Ф ^ ^ F 
for if { Л / = (^^F then ( /̂,̂ F e (XoVo u У,J F n (XoVo u 7,,) F = (XoVo u (7,, n 
n 7 J ) F = (XoVo) F, which would be a contradiction. Thus |XF - ((XOVQ) F u 
u(XiVi )F) | ^ |JR| = |X|. Further we shall show by the transfinite induction for 
both cases (a) and (b) together that for every ô e On, \Ws+iF ~ WÔF\ > \X\: This 
is true for ^ - Osince|]^iF - IFOF| =\{WOU{{XF - U (^iV^ F x M x { 1 } ) ) F ~ 
iel 
- WoF\ ^ | |(XF - \JXiViF)F\ - \1F\\ ^ | X F | > |X| for | X F | > | X | ^ a ^ | 1 F | 
iel 
and(XF - \JXiViF x M x {!}) n И̂о = 0 and hence by П.9. |(XF - \J{XiVi)F x 
iel ie I 
X M X { l } ) F n WOF\ ^ | 1 F | . Let ô be an ordinal such that for every y e ô, 
\Wy+iF - WyF\ > |X|. Let ô be limit. We proved that \W^F - IfoF| ^ | ^ O F | , 
therefore, as Î F̂ I ^ \W^F - WOF], we have [PfJ ^ | ^ O F | . A mapping/^ : (J WßF -> 
ОФДео 
-^ Ж̂  where me M, defined by x/^ = (x, FH, Ô) where ^ = min {ö\ x e W^F], is 
a monomorphism, therefore [Pf̂ l ^ I U Pf^F| and thus I^^F] > [Pf̂ l ^ | (J l^^i^|. 
• |И а̂+1 - W,F\ ^ \\{W,F - и W,F)F\ - \1F\\ ^ \\W^F\ - |1F|| > \X\. If ô = 
= ^ + 1 then \Wß^,F - Tf,^iF| ^ ||pr, + iF - W^F\ - | 1F |1 ^ | | X F | - | lF | l > 
> JX|. Thus the sequence {W^, ô e On] does not stop. 
IV. 
IV.l. Lemma. The only functors assigning to every set either the empty set or 
a one-point set are Co, C^ and CQI-
Proof. This is obvious since if G Ф Co then XG ф 0 for every X Ф 0. 
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IV.2. Proposition. A{F, G) has sums or finite sums preserved by П if and only 
if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(a) F preserves sums or finite sums, respectively; 
(b) OF = 0 and G ^ С^ь 
(c) OF ф О and either G = C^ or G = CQ^. 
Proof. The sufficiency is easy to see. To prove the necessity assume that neither 
(b) nor (c) is satisfied, that is in other words that G Ф C^i for every set M. Then 
by IV. 1. there exists Z Ф 0 with \XG\ ^ 2 and thus we have a,beXG with a Ф b. 
By II.8. Note, it suffices to verify that F is separating and preserves unions. First 
suppose that F is not separating. Let м e IF be a distinguished point of F. Consider 
algebras (X, k^, (X, fc^,), where fc^, kj, are constant mappings. Let <X v X, I'l, 1*2) 
be the sum of {X,X} in Set. Then there exists no operation œ:{X v X)F -^ 
-^{X V X)G such that <(X v X, ш), i^ ii} is the sum of {(Z, /c«), (X, къ)] in 
A{F, G). Indeed if the contrary were true then aiiG = b i2G. The equahty holds 
since Ux iiF = Ux iiP = ŵ yx ^^^ so ai^G = Uxk^ iiG = Ux I'lF = Ux iiF = 
== " Л h^ = bi2G. Since Xi^ n Xi2 = 0 and a i^Ge(Xii) G and ai2G e (Xi2) G 
we have a i^G = ai2G = Vxyx^ where Ü is a distinguished point of G. Consequently 
a = Vx = b as i^G and i2G are monomorphirms. This is a contradiction. 
Second suppose that F is separating but does not preserve e.g. finite unions. Then 
there exist by II.8. disjoint sets X and У such that {X KJY)F ~~ {XF u YF) Ф 0 
and \(X u Г) G| ^ 2. Let a,b e(X uY) G and a Ф fo. Then, considering any two 
algebras (X, Ox) and (7, а>у) with underlying sets Z and Y, we obtain two diflerent 
direct bounds <(X u 7, coi), j^^ir) and <(Z u У), O)2)JXJY> where J^, jy are in­
clusions Х - > Х и У , У-)-ХиУ, respectively. Define œ^jXF = Û)2/^F = a>jf and 
coi/yF = û)2/yF = Шу, C0i/(Z u У) F - (XF u YF) = a and co2/(X u У) F - (XF u 
u yF) = b. But obviously if <(X u У, O^JJXJY} is the sum of {(X, œx), (У, coy)} 
then 0) is the only operation such that <(X u У, œ), jx, jy} is a direct bound. 
V. 
We emphasise again that we consider categories Ä(F, G) where F preserves 
non-trivial inclusions, G ф CQ and in this section also G ф Ĉ î as this simple 
case is described in IV. We remark that Сц = Ci :̂  ßo-
V.l. Thieorem. Let F be not separating and let Ä[F, G) have finite sums, then G 
is connected and preserves counions. 
Proof. Recalling III.L, we shall show that G satisfies Ill.l.(d). For arbitrary 
X, y, Xo e XG and уо e YG consider algebras (X, k^^) and (У, ky^), where k^^ : XF -> 
-* XG, kyQ :YF -^YG are constant mappings to Xo and уо, respectively. Then there 
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exists their sum <(5, Wg), v^, Vy>. Let (X v У, ix, iy) be the sum in Set; we have 
f:Xv Y-^ S with ixf = V;̂  and ijf = Vy. This / is the mapping desired in IllJ.(d). 
Actually, as F is not separating, the existence of a distinguished point м G I F 
guarantees that Xo{ixf) G = yo(iy/) G, as Xo{ixf) G = UxK^{vx) G = UXVXFOJS = 
= 1/5CO5 = Wy(vyF) CO5 = Wy/c3,oVyG = yoiiyf) G.lf g :X V X -> Z with Xo(ijfö') G = 
= Уо(̂ *у̂ ) ^ = ZQ, then <(Z, /c^J, ixg, iyg} forms a direct bound and hence f ^ g 
which completes the proof. 
V.2. Theorem. Let F be not separating and let F preserve unions or finite unions 
then Ä[F, G) has sums or finite sums, respectively, if and only if G preserves 
counions and is connected. 
Proof. The necessity is a consequence of V.l. To prove the sufficiency consider 
any system of algebras {{X^, œ^), осе A}, Denote by jR the class of all mappings r 
with domain V ^a such that if В is the range of r then there exists an operation 
aeA 
Oßi BF -^ BG such that <(Б, Oß), {ixa^, aeA}} forms a direct bound of {{X^, o)^, 
a e A}. By IILL(a) G is connected, which imphes (via the fact that (1, œ^), where œ^ 
is the only mapping IF -> IG, is the terminal object of the category A{F, G)) that 
i^ Ф 0. Obviously there exists a mapping / with the domain V X^, such that for 
aeA 
X, y e V X^, xf = yf iff xr = yr for every reR. Obviously, there exists a set of 
(xeA 
surjections R' Я R, such that / = (J*^'- Denoting S = Imf, we shall show that 
there is an operation Ш5 : SF -> SG such that <(5, cos), {ixj, aeA]} is a sum of 
{(Xa, сОд), aeA}. As F preserves unions and / is onto iS, in order to describe an 
operation a>s we need only to define the values of o)s in x{ixj) F for xe XJF, a e A. 
We put x{ixj) Fcos = xœ^{ixj) G. This definition is correct since as soon as 
x{ixj) F = x'{ixj) F, where a,a'eA and x e X^^F, x' e X^>F, then x{ixj) F = 
= ^'{ha^'^) F foi* every reR, as evidently fur imphes / F g rF. Hence 
^<^X^xj) G = ^'^Л^Хо^'г) G and, as G preserves counions also xœj^ixj) G = 
= x'(ix«'/) G = ^'(^'A"«'/) ^- It is easily seen that <(iS, 0)5), {ixj.ae A}} forms 
a direct bound of {{X^, co )̂, aeA]. It is a sum since each direct bound of {(X„, ш«), 
a e Л} can be represented as <(Б, со g), {/ j / , aeA}} for some r G JR. Thus / ^ r, in 
other words there exists (p with f(p = r and so ixjç = ixj ^^^ every aeA. As / 
is onto S, such <p is unique. By an easy calculation we obtain that ф is a morphism, 
which completes the proof. 
V.3. Proposition. Let F not preserve unions or finite unions and let the category 
A{F, G) have sums or finite sums, respectively. Then there exists a set M such that G 
1*5 a factorfunctor of Ом-
Proof. In this argument it is essential that we make use of the following fact: 
Let G be a functor such that there is a set M and m e M G such that for every 7 with 
\Y\ ^ \M\ and for every y e 7there is ф : M -> 7 with mcpG = y. Then G is a factor-
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functor of QM. This holds as the transformation г : бм "^ ^ such that (1^^) e^ = m, 
existing in virtue of the lemma of Yoneda, is clearly an epitransformation. 
So, let F not preserve unions, then it is easily seen that there exists a disjoint system 
of sets {Zf, i e 1} such that for every i e I, \Xi\ ^ KQ and ( U Xt) F - \J X^F Ф 0. 
iel iel 
In case that F does not preserve finite unions we can suppose that 1 = 2. 
(a) Turning first to F separating, choose arbitrarily operations cOf : XiF -> Z^G 
and denote by <(5, co^), {/г̂ , i el}} the sum of {(X^, œ^), iel}. Then for every Y 
with |y| ^ I и Xi\ and j ; e 7G consider a direct bound <(У, œy), {v ,̂ i e I}} such that 
iel 
for every i el, v̂  = i^i^» where ф is a monomorphism (J ^ i ~̂  ^ and for 
iel 
X e XiF holds xv^Fwy = xcoivfi while for x eYF — \J (X^v,) F we have xcoy = y. 
iel 
(b) If on the other hand F is not separating then the existence of sums guarantees 
that G is connected. Since if G were not connected, then by II.6. we could write 
G = Gl V G2. However, any two algebras (X, cOx) and (У, œy) such that UxCOx e XG^ 
and WyCOy e yG2, where w is a distinguished point of F, have not even a direct bound. 
Hence, for arbitrarily chosen Xi eXi we have { x j G = {a J . Put cô  = /c .̂ and denote 
by {(S, CÜ5), {ni, iel}} the sum of {(Xf, со )̂, i e / } . Then for every У with |У| ^ 
^ I и ^ i | and for every j ; e yG consider a direct bound <(У, coy), {v ,̂ i e /}> such that 
iel 
for every i e / , v̂  = I'xijP'A' where p is the projection of U ^ i on U ^i/ '^? where -̂  is 
iel iel 
an equivalence defined by a '^ Ь iff there exist i,j e I with a = Xi and Ь = Xj, and i/̂  
is a monomorphism (J X^/'^ -> У. An operation a>y is defined as follows: for x e X^F 
iel 
it is xviFwy = xcoiViG and for x e У^ — (J (X^v )̂ F, хшу = у. 
iel 
It is easily seen that in both cases (a) and (b) there exists s e ( U Х /̂г̂ ) F — 
iel 
— \J (Xifii) F. According to the above argument, it suffices to prove that for every У 
iel 
with |y| ^ j и Xi\ and for every j ; e yG there exists cp : S ->Y with (sœs) (pG = y, 
iel 
We know that there exists cp : S -> У with iiicp = v̂  for every i el. In both cases (a) 
and (b) it is easy to see that cpj\jXiiii is a monomorphism and hence so is 
iel 
(pFl\j(XiVi) F. Therefore, if scpF e (XfV,) F = (X^v )̂ F(pF, then necessarily s e 
iel 
e (Xifii) F which contradicts our assumption. Thus scpF eYF — \J (X^v,) F and hence 
y = scpFœy = sœsCpG, which completes the proof. '̂ ^ 
V.4. Theorem. Let F not preserve unions or finite unions and let A{F, G) have 
sums or finite sums, respectively, then there exists a set N with G = Q^. 
Proof. As a consequence of V.3. there exists a set M such that G is a factorfunetor 
of Q^. If F is not separating we may then apply V.l. and hence we obtain the result 
by Ш.2. 
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Turning now to F separating we claim that for every X and for every x e XG it 
holds Ci Ue / ^ д . Otherwise, in virtue of the fact that f^^isa. filter, we obtain 
that for every P e f^^ there exists peP with P - {p} e /^ . ̂ . Further consider a dis­
joint collection of sets {X^, аеЛ] such that ( U X^)F - U X^F Ф 0 and for every a e Л, 
X пХа = О and choose arbitrarily operations œ^ : XJF ~> X^G. Denote by <(<S, co )̂, 
{jn^, a e A}} the sum of {(X^, co^, a G À], Without any loss of generality assume that 
also G preserves non-trivial inclusions. Put Y = X KJ {\J X^) and define cOy : YF -^ YG 
aeA 
as follows: COYJX^F = co^ and œy\{ \}X^F - \ ) XJF = К and (DY\YF -{\jXj)F = 
aeA aeA aeA 
= ky, where j e ( U ^a) G is arbitrary. Clearly <(F, coy), {7 ,̂ oc e Л}>, where j ^ : X^ -> 
аеЛ 
-> У are inclusions, forms a direct bound of {{X^, œj), ce e A], and thus there exists 
unique / : (S, Os) -> {Y, œr) with fij = j ^ for every aeA. Evidently \J X^ ^ Sf and 
SO {(JX^)F ^{SF)fF. Therefore there exists s e SF with sfFe{[JX^)F -
aeA aeA 
— [J X^F and thus, since x = sfFwy = scosfGe^Sf) G, it follows that Sfe/^j-
aeA 
As X Ç 7 we obtain applying Lemma IL 16. that f^y = {U я Y, U n X e /x,x}-
Now consider g :Y->Y with ag — Ъ and bg = a and eg = с for every с e 7 with 
с =¥ a,b. Verify that ^ is a morphism (7, coy) -> (7, coy). If r e X^F for some a G Л 
we have tœygG = toy = t gFcoy, since gf/X^ = l^«, and consequently gGJXfi = 
= 1;,̂ G and also gF\X^F = I^^F. and since (X^F) coy ^ x^G. If te{\)Xj)F -
aeA 
— и X^F, then in view of gjU^a = lu л:«,, it suffices to check that x é̂ G = x, for 
aeA A aeA 
Шу gG = X gG and t gFœy = x. Actually, since gl{Sf — {a, b}) = lsf-{a,b} and 
xe{Sf - {a, b}) G, it follows that x gG = x. If ^ G 7F - ( IJ ^a) F, then also 
aeA 
t gF eYF - {\J X^ F for ^ is a monomorphism, hence gF is a monomorphism and 
aeA 
( и -^a) ^ 0^̂  = и -^a^. Thus tœy gG = y gG and f ̂ F̂cüy = y. Since y gG = y 
aeA aeA 
{ye{\JX^) G and gj \J X^ = l u x j . it follows that toy gG = t f̂Fcoy. Thus we 
aeA aeA aeA 
have a morphism gf : (7, coy) -> (7, coy) with fg Ф / , for a, Ь G S/, and as, moreover, 
/^a/ö' = l^aL we get a contradiction with the uniqueness of / . Therefore we may 
conclude that for every X and x e XG it holds f) ^ ^ fx,x-
Ue/x,x 
Now, let в : Qj^ -> GhQ an epitransformation, the existence of which is guaranteed 
by V.3. Denoting m = {1^} &^ we have m G NG where N = f) U. Then, in virtue 
Ue^m.M 
of the lemma of Yoneda we have a transformation т : Q^ -> G such that (1^) т^ = m. 
It is easy to verify that since e is an epitransformation, so is т. Let us show that т is 
also a mono transformation. Assume the contrary. Clearly, it remains to examine Qj^ 
with |iV| ^ 2, since it is easily seen that the only factorfunctor of QQ is C^, and the 
only factorfunctors of Q^ c^i I are C^ and / . Thus we obtain cp Ф ф such that ф, ф : 
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:N -^ N and mcpG = (px^ = фт^ = тфб, since for any (Pi Ф lAi, (РиФ1'^-^Х 
with <^it^ = i/̂ iT ,̂ in virtue of the fact that 2 is a cogenerator in Set, we have <J : Z -> 
•-> N such that (Pi^ Ф lAi^ and clearly (cp,^) т^ = (ф^С) t^. Denoting Z = iV u (J Z^ 
(for the sake of simplicity we suppose that N n \J X^ = 6), define operations c^i, a>2 : 
aeA 
: ZF - ZG as follows: a^jX^F = «i/X^F = cô  for every a e Л, coj/ZF -
- ( U ^ a ) ^ = (OtjZF -{\JX^F = Ä : / o r s o m e y e ( U ^ a ) G, and Û>I/( U ^a) f -
aeA <xeA aeA aeA 
- и XaF = Kn (as m G NG, it follows that m G ZG), and co2/( U ^a) ^ - U ^ « ^ = 
= m̂<pF- Let (p, ip : Z ~> Z hQ such that ^/iV = (?), ф/U^a = 1 ид:« and ф1М = ф^ 
aeA aeA 
\l/j\JX^ = 1 и X«- Evidently cp, ф are morphisms (Z, co )̂ -> (Z, Ш2) and ^ ф ^. 
Denoting by7*0, : X« -> Z the inclusions we obtain that obviously <(Z, coj), {^, a G Л}> 
and <(Z, CO2). {ia» a e Л}> form direct bounds of {(X«, со«), aeA] and j ^ ^ = 7« = 
= ]^ф for every aeA. As {(iS, co^), {/1«, ae A]y is a sum we have the unique mor-
phism h : (5, cos) -> (Z, co )̂ with //«/г^ = fi^h^ = j„, it follows that h(p = Нф. As 
there exists ve(\JX^)F - \J X^F we have m = v hFco^ = î cô  hF e (Sh) F, in 
aeA aeA 
Other words S/z e ß^j^. From the above, however, we have N = f) U and hence 
C/6/m.Z 
iV £ ^й. This together with (pJN Ф ф1м and /z^ = й|/̂  yields a contradiction. There­
fore G ^ Qf^ holds. 
V.5. Theorem (GCH). Let F not preserve unions or finite unions, and G = Q^^^ 
then A(F, G) has sums or finite sums, respectively, if and only if F is not excessive. 
Proof. To prove the sufficiency consider an arbitrary system of algebras {(Z,-, co )̂, 
iel}. 
(a) First, if F is not separating we obtain in the same way as in V.2. the epimorphism 
f :y Xi -^ S. Whenever (J ÇXiixJ) F = SF WQ may construct an operation cos : 
iel iel 
: SF -* SG in the same way as in V.2. estabhshing the sum <(5, co )̂, ( i ^ / , iel}} of 
{(Xf, CO;), iel}. Otherwise put WQ = S x {0} and denoting v̂  = ixif^^ where 
Ф : S -^ Wo is such that хф = (x, 0) for every xe S, define a partial operation со 
on WoF as follows: if x e X^ for some i e I put xviFœ = хсо^г^бм- The same discus­
sion as in V.2. ensures, via the fact that QM is connected and preserves counions, 
that 0) is correctly defined. 
(b) Let F be separating. In case that (J XiixF = ( V Xf) F we obtain the sum 
iel iel 
preserved by the forgetful functor (see IV.2.). Otherwise, putting S = \/ Xi and 
Vf == ïXî > where ф : S -^ S x {0} = Wois the same as above, define a partial opera­
tion o) as follows: for x e X^F and i e / put x{viF) œ = хсо^г^бм-
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In both cases (a) and (b) let us construct the transfinite sequence {W^,(X£ On] 
(see IIL3.) with parameters S, M and (v^, iel}. Lemma 1П.7. guarantees that there 
exists o^E On with W^ = Tf^+i, in other words, W^F = U WßF, Denoting W = Ж„, 
ßea 
let us complete the definition of the operation со : WF -> WQj^. Let x e W^F and 
ß = min {ß\ X e Wß'F}, If j5 = О and xe\J {XiV^) F then xœ is already defined in (a) 
iel 
or (b). Otherwise define xco = /^, where/:^ : M -^ l^is such that mf^ = (x, m, ß + 1} 
for me M. Verify that <(PF, o)), {v ,̂ iel}} is the sum of {(Z,-, co )̂, i e J}. Clearly it is 
a direct bound. Considering another direct bound <(Л, co^), {fit, i el}} define a map­
ping (p :W-^ ЛЪу thQ transfinite induction: on WQ, define xviç = х/г̂  for xeXi^ 
i e I. Even if F is not separating, it is correct (see the discussion in V.2.). Now assume 
that (p is defined on Wß, then for y e Wß+x - Wß, i.e. y = (x, m, ß + 1) for some 
X e WßF - и WyF and me M, define yç = (m) xcpFco^, It is easy to verify that (;c> 
yeß 
is morphism (pf, ш) -> (A, œ^) and that (p is the unique morphism with ViÇ = Hi for 
every iel, since it must satisfy XÇFWA == (л:со) (pQjvf = fx^P for every x e ИТ -
-U(Z,vOF. 
ieJ 
To prove the necessity suppose that F is excessive, i.e. there exists A e Cn, к ^ 
^ max {Ко, |1F|} such that \X\ ^ X implies JXF| > \X\, 
If F does not preserve unions, then clearly there exists a disjoint system of sets 
{Xf, i e / } such that ( (J Z^) F Ф KjX^F and for every l e / , |X,1 = 7 and | / | ^ 
^ m a x { | y F | , 2 } . *'"̂  '̂ ^ 
If F does not preserve finite unions, it is easy to see that there exist sets X^ and X^ 
with Xo n Xi = 0 and \X^\ = |Xi | ^ X and (XQ U Z ^ ) F Ф X Q F U X^F. 
For every z* e I (in the finite case we mean / = 2) choose arbitrarily x̂  e Xi and 
consider an operation cô  : X^F -> X^g^^ such that for every x e X^F, хш,- = /ĉ ^ : M -> 
-> Xi (according to our convention M Ф 0). We shall prove that {(X,-, cOf), i e 1} has 
not a sum. 
If F is separating put iS = U X^ and v̂  = i;̂ .. 
If F is not separating, put S = \J X,/ '^ , where x '^ j iff there exist i,j el with 
X = Xi and y = Xj-, and v̂  = ix^P, where p is the projection of (J Z^ on (J Xijr^. 
iel iel 
Denote by ф the mapping 5 ^ Ио such that xxj/ = (x, 0) for every xe S. Now, it 
is easy to verify that the parameters M, S, {v̂ i/̂ , i e 1} satisfy either condition (a) or (b) 
(in the finite case) of Lemma III.8. and thus the sequence {W^,ae On} (see III.3.) 
with parameters M, S, {v î̂ , iel} does not stop. We claim that for every ae On 
there exists an operation œ^ : WJF -> W^QM such that <SW^, co )̂, {v̂ i/̂ , i e/}> forms 
a direct bound. Indeed, for x e X^F with i e I put x{Vi^) Fco^ = xcûi(vi\l/) QM and for 
X 6 PFo^ - и {XiViij/) F or X G Tf̂ F for some ß with 0 Ф î  e a define xco« =f^:M-^ 
iel 
-> IT« such that for every m e M, mf^ = (x, m, jÖ + l) where ß = min {i^', x e Wß.F}. 
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Elsewhere œ^ can be defined arbitrarily, co^ is defined correctly even if F is not separat-
ing, since x{vi\l/) F = хсо^у^ф) Qj^ = к^^у^ф) Q^ = к^у^фЦм = /<х / /бм^ог every 
i, j E I. Assume that {(Xj, co^), i e 1} has the sum <(5, co^), {fii, i e /}>. Then for every 
ae On there exists unique cp^ : S -^ W^ with Hi(p^ = v̂ i/̂  for every г e I. To show that 
for every a e On it is \S(Pa\ ^ oc, prove first the following: 
Let / : (S, (Os) -> (W^, œ^ be a morphism, ae On and Ä ç 5/, then for every 
a e AF and for every me M it is (m) аш^ e S/. 
This is true, since in virtue of the lemma of Yoneda we have a transformation 
'^ 'QA -^ F with (1^) T̂  = a. Denoting by i^ : A -^ W^ the inclusion, we have 
(г^)т^« = a. As A Я Sf, it follows that there exists g e SQ^ with {g)fQA = ÎA^ 
and since a = {g)fQA^^" = Q'^^fF and дт^ e SF, it follows that {gr^) CDS/QM = 
= gx^fFcD^ = aco^ and thus for every m e M it is (m) aco^ = ((w) gT^cos)f, in other 
words (m) ao)^ e 5/. 
Further, prove by the transfinite induction that for every осе On and for every 
)9 G a it is Tf̂  ^ Scp^. Evidently for every ae On WQ have Wo ^ 5'ç)̂ . Let ß e a and 
for every ôe ßletW^ ^ Scp^, then if j5 is a limit ordinal it follows that Wß = \J W^ ^ 
öeß 
Ç Sep, and if Д - ^ + 1, then Ж,+ 1 = PF̂  u ( ( ^ ,F - (J И^/) x M x {5 + 1}). 
yeö 
From the above, for every x e W^F — (J PF̂ F and me M we have m(xco^) = 
= (x, m, ^ + 1) G 5(59̂  and hence W^+i ^ -S^a-
Therefore for every ae On WQ have |5 | ^ |Sç)^| ^ a, which yields a contradiction 
and completes the proof. 
Remark . If we do not suppose the generalized continuum hypothesis we can 
reformulate Theorem V.5. by substituting the property of F to be excessive by the 
following condition Rjyi: We shall say that a functor F and a set M satisfy condition Rj^ 
iff for every set X and every collection wise epimorphic system of mappings {v̂  : Xi -> 
-> X, i el} the sequence 1П.З. with parameters M, X, {v;, iel} will stop. We can 
prove by the same reasoning as in V.5. the following theorem: 
Let F not preserve unions or finite unions and G = QM, then A(F, G) has sums 
or finite sums, respectively, if and only if F and M satisfy RM-
Following IIL6, every small functor and every set M satisfy R^, but there are also 
big functors satisfying R^ for every M, e.g. those from (4) cited above. Thus the 
characteristics of the property R^ without the assumption of generalized continuum 
hypothesis remains open. 
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